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A Forward Genetics Screen in Mice Identifies Recessive
Deafness Traits and Reveals That Pejvakin Is Essential for
Outer Hair Cell Function
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Deafness is the most common form of sensory impairment in the human population and is frequently caused by recessive mutations. To
obtain animal models for recessive forms of deafness and to identify genes that control the development and function of the auditory
sense organs, we performed a forward genetics screen in mice. We identified 13 mouse lines with defects in auditory function and six lines
with auditory and vestibular defects. We mapped several of the affected genetic loci and identified point mutations in four genes.
Interestingly, all identified genes are expressed in mechanosensory hair cells and required for their function. One mutation maps to the
pejvakin gene, which encodes a new member of the gasdermin protein family. Previous studies have described two missense mutations
in the human pejvakin gene that cause nonsyndromic recessive deafness (DFNB59) by affecting the function of auditory neurons. In
contrast, the pejvakin allele described here introduces a premature stop codon, causes outer hair cell defects, and leads to progressive
hearing loss. We also identified a novel allele of the human pejvakin gene in an Iranian pedigree that is afflicted with progressive hearing
loss. Our findings suggest that the mechanisms of pathogenesis associated with pejvakin mutations are more diverse than previously
appreciated. More generally, our findings demonstrate that recessive screens in mice are powerful tools for identifying genes that control
the development and function of mechanosensory hair cells and cause deafness in humans, as well as generating animal models for
disease.
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Introduction
Hair cells in the cochlea of the inner ear transduce sound-induced
mechanical stimuli into electrical signals to provide our sense of
hearing (Gillespie and Walker, 2001). Cochlear defects lead to
sensorineuronal deafness, the most common form of deafness in
humans (Friedman and Griffith, 2003). The inaccessibility of the

cochlea within the bony labyrinth poses challenges for studying
the mechanisms that control the development and function of
the auditory end organ by conventional molecular approaches.
Genetic approaches provide an alternative method for defining
the molecules that are essential for auditory perception. By means
of positional cloning strategies, genes with different functions,
such as transcription factors and myosin motors, have been
linked to inherited forms of deafness in humans. Importantly,
mutations in orthologous human and mouse genes frequently
cause deafness, which suggests that Mus musculus is a useful
model for studying cochlear impairment relevant to human dis-
ease (Friedman and Griffith, 2003; Quint and Steel, 2003).

In recent years, phenotype-based forward genetics screens
have generated mouse lines with auditory defects. For the most
part, the published screens have identified dominant mutations
that affect the development of the auditory system (Hrabe de
Angelis et al., 2000; Nolan et al., 2000; Kiernan et al., 2001; Tsai et
al., 2001; Vreugde et al., 2002; Curtin et al., 2003; Hardisty et al.,
2003; Rhodes et al., 2003, 2004; Marcotti et al., 2006). Such mu-
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tations are less informative for studying
cochlear defects not associated with gross
morphological changes. In addition, the
affected mouse lines frequently exhibit
vestibular defects that manifest as circling
behavior or abnormal head posture. How-
ever, many forms of deafness in humans
are not associated with obvious vestibular
defects and are frequently caused by point
mutations that are inherited as recessive
traits (Friedman and Griffith, 2003).

To obtain animal models for recessive
forms of deafness, we performed a for-
ward genetics screen in mice. We chose
N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) as a muta-
gen, because it randomly induces point
mutations with high efficiency (Ashby et
al., 1997; Shelby and Tindall, 1997). Here,
we describe the identification of 19 mouse
lines that are afflicted with hearing loss, six
of which also show vestibular defects. All
of the lines analyzed thus far show mor-
phological or functional defects in co-
chlear hair cells. We mapped several of the
affected genomic loci and identified point
mutations in four genes. One mutation in-
troduces a premature stop codon into the
DFNB59 gene (also referred to as the pej-
vakin gene). The mutation differs from
previously described missense mutations,
which cause deafness by affecting the
function of auditory neurons (Del-
maghani et al., 2006). Unlike these mis-
sense mutations, the pejvakin allele re-
ported here causes progressive hearing
loss, which is associated with defects in
outer hair cell function. Consistent with
this finding, we show by in situ hybridiza-
tion that pejvakin is expressed in hair cells.
Finally, we identified in an Iranian pedi-
gree a novel pejvakin allele that also leads
to progressive hearing loss. We conclude
that pejvakin is essential for auditory hair
cell function, and that some pejvakin al-
leles cause progressive hearing loss. More
generally, our findings demonstrate that
screens for recessive auditory phenotypes
in mice are useful for defining the genetic
program that controls cochlear function
and for providing new mechanistic in-
sights into the molecular pathogenesis of
deafness.

Materials and Methods
ENU mutagenesis screen and phenotyping. The ENU mutagenesis proto-
col and primary phenotypic screen has been described previously
(Reijmers et al., 2006). All experiments were performed with littermates.
Age-matched wild-type mice were used to establish baseline parameters.
For auditory startle response (ASR) measurements, mice (8 weeks of age)
in SR-LAB startle response chambers (San Diego Instruments, San Di-
ego, CA) were exposed to a 5 min acclimation period of white noise (70
dB) followed by six initial startle response trials (120 dB). Immediately
after these startle response trials, mice were exposed to five blocks of six
different types of stimuli presented in pseudorandom order, including a

120 dB startle stimulus, a no-stimulus trial, and a 120 dB prepulse stim-
ulus paired with a prepulse at one of four different intensity levels (78, 84,
86, and 90 dB) 100 ms before the onset of the startle stimulus. At the
conclusion of the session, six startle response trials were again presented
to measure habituation of the startle response. Startle responses were
measured over 100 ms, by recording the peak startle amplitude and the
time required to reach the peak were recorded. For auditory brainstem
response (ABR) measurements, mice (8 –12 weeks of age) were anesthe-
tized and transferred into a sound-attenuation chamber. An EC1 speaker
[Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT), Gainesville, FL] was coupled to the
external ear canal, and electrodes were inserted at the vertex and pinna
while a ground was inserted near the tail. 12.1-balanced click stimuli were
applied per second, each with a duration of 0.1 ms, starting at 90 dB and

Figure 1. Screen design. A, Male C57BL/6J mice were treated with ENU and bred with wild-type C57BL/6J females. Male G1

offspring were bred with wild-type C57BL/6J females to produce G2 females, which were backcrossed to their G1 fathers. The
resulting G3 offspring were phenotyped as indicated. As a reference, the experiments were also performed with age-matched
wild-type mice. Note that for some lines, some of the tests (such as swim tests) were not performed with G3 animals but with
animals from subsequent generations. B, Representative startle traces from an ASR recording. The C57BL/6J wild-type mouse
shows a maximal startle amplitude (a) of 1500 relative startle units with a latency time (l) of 15 ms (msec). No startle response was
observed in one mouse line from the screen, which we named sirtaki. C, Representative click-evoked ABR waveforms at different
sound intensities. ABR waves I–V are indicated for recordings obtained from a wild-type control mouse. One affected mouse line
from the screen, which we named hokey-pokey, is shown as an example. hokey-pokey mice did not respond to sound intensities up
to 90 dB and were considered deaf. D, Representative open-field recording. The red dot indicates the position of the mouse at the
start of the recording, and the red line traces the movement. Sirtaki mice are hyperactive. E, Analysis of the movement in the open
field shows that some lines such as sirtaki show increased small-diameter rotations (�2.75 cm radius). Others, such as paso-doble,
are not affected. Values are given as mean � SD.
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decreasing stepwise in intensity. Recordings were performed with a TDT
System 3 auditory evoked response workstation. The number of acqui-
sition trials was set at 512 (256 rarefaction and 256 condensation stim-
uli); the mean � SD were determined. Auditory thresholds were ana-
lyzed for both ears. Testing of wild-type C57BL/6J determined the
baseline threshold to be 35 � 15 dB. This baseline was stable for up to at
least 9 months of age, as reported previously (Zheng et al., 1999). Using
the TDT workstation, the cubic (2f1-f2) distortion product otoacoustic
emission (DPOAE) thresholds were determined at a range of frequencies
(6 –28 kHz), evoked using two equal intensity primary stimuli about the
test frequency at ratios of 0.894 and 1.118, applied to the ear canal using
two EC1 speakers coupled via an ER10B� microphone probe (Etymotic
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL). Stimuli were increased in intensity from
0 to 70 dB in 5 dB increments to establish thresholds. To assess vestibular
function, mice were placed for 10 min in an open field (43 � 43 cm), and
activity was measured using infrared beams and software (Med Associ-
ates, Lafayette, IN). The total distance traveled and the number of small-
diameter rotations (�2.75 cm radius) were measured [baseline value for
wild-type mice (mean � SE), 3855 � 117 cm distance traveled; 10 � 5
small-diameter rotations/min]. Mice were considered affected when they
scored three or more SDs above the mean. For swim tests, mice were
placed in a glass cylinder (diameter, 18 cm) filled with water (25°C). Over
a period of 6 min, all movements were registered with a video tracking
system. Histology, whole mount staining, and scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) were performed as described previously (Belvindrah et al.,
2006; Senften et al., 2006). In situ hybridization was performed on 12-
�m-thick cryosections as described previously (Tiveron et al., 1996).
Antisense RNA probes were as follows: Otof, bp 799 –1503 of AF183183;
Mass1, bp 2653–3084 of NM054053; sDFNA5 [full-length coding se-
quence (1059 bp) corresponding to the gene model 1001 (National Cen-
ter for Biotechnology Information), LOC381375].

Linkage analysis and DNA sequencing. Affected mice were bred with
129S1/SvImJ and/or BALB/cByJ mice. The F1 offspring were intercrossed
to obtain F2 mice, and tail DNA was prepared for linkage mapping using
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers (Wiltshire et al., 2003).
Map Manager QTX (Manly et al., 2001) was used to calculate logarithm
of the odds scores and perform interval mapping. Exons and exon–intron
boundaries of genes in the mapped intervals were sequenced. Primers for
PCR amplification and DNA sequencing were designed with Primer 3 soft-
ware (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA).

Mutation screening by denaturing HPLC. The mouse amino acid se-
quence of sDFNA5 was backtranslated and aligned with human chr2:
179143644 –179151505 by BLAST (basic local alignment search tool).
Intron/exon boundaries were defined, and intronic primers were de-
signed to screen each of the six coding exons of sDFNA5 for mutations.

Affected probands (177), born of a consanguineious marriage, were am-
plified by PCR using 20 �g of genomic DNA in a 30 �l reaction contain-
ing 3 �l of 10� buffer [160 mM (NH4)2SO4, 670 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8,
0.1% Tween 20], 0.99 �l (50 mM MgCl2), 1.5 �l of dNTP mixture (2.5
mM each dATP, dCTP, dTTP, and dGTP), 20 pmol each forward and
reverse primer, and 0.12 U DNA polymerase (Bioline, Springfield, NJ).
Conventional amplification conditions were used; samples were first de-
natured at 94°C for 4 min, underwent 40 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 56°C for
30 s, 72°C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. The first half
of the samples were heteroduplexed with the second half of the samples
and ran on denaturing HPLC at 56 and 57.5°C. Samples producing allele
variant profiles were identified and directly sequenced to determine the
particular variant. One of the 177 affected probands producing a mutant
chromatogram was sequenced and found to have a deletion of an Ade-
nine at the 12 s nucleotide from the start codon (ATG) of the first exon
creating a premature stop codon at amino acid 58 (see Figs. 2, 3).

Histology, immunohistochemistry, and scanning electron microscopy.
Hematoxylin/eosin staining of sections was performed as described pre-
viously (Farinas et al., 1996; Müller et al., 1997). Whole-mount staining
and scanning electron microscopy of cochlear sensory epithelia were
performed as described previously (Senften et al., 2006).

Results
Identification of mouse lines with auditory defects
Male C57BL/6J mice were treated with ENU and bred with wild-
type C57BL/6J females. The resulting G1 males were bred with
wild-type C57BL/6J females to produce G2 females, which were
backcrossed to their G1 fathers. The resulting G3 offspring were
phenotyped (Fig. 1A). In total, we analyzed �850 pedigrees in a
variety of assays. To obtain the most interesting mouse lines for
studying the processing of auditory signals, we inspected the mice
visually and performed behavioral tests to exclude lines with ob-
vious developmental defects or general nervous system dysfunc-
tion (Fig. 1A). At 4 weeks of age, mice were analyzed for morpho-
logical abnormalities such as reduced body size, abnormal
posture, or distorted facial features. Mice that did not show ob-
vious defects were further analyzed in behavioral assays that were
performed between 8 and 12 weeks of age: open-field test to
analyze locomotor behavior and anxiety; ASR to analyze locomo-
tor activity in response to an auditory stimulus; prepulse inhibi-
tion to analyze the ability to filter environmental information;
fear conditioning to analyze amygdala and hippocampal-based
memory; wheel running to analyze circadian behavior; hot plate

Table 1. Mouse lines with auditory and vestibular phenotypes

Mouse line Locus abbreviation Gene/chromosome/map position (mB) Inheritance ASR ABR (dB) Circling Swimming

Rueda Rda Mass1 Recessive Low 90 No Normal
Pachanga Pga Otoferlin Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Twist Twt Myo6 Recessive Low �90 Yes Disoriented
Sirtaki Sti Pejvakin Recessive Low �90 Yes In circles
Salsa Sal Chr 10 (56.1– 60.6) Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Salsa Rueda Salr Chr 10 (50.2– 67.0) Recessive Low �70 No Normal
Pogo Pgo Chr 11 (37– 64) Recessive Low �90 Yes Disoriented
Polka Pok Chr 7 (75.3–100.2) Recessive Low �90 Yes Disoriented
Hokey Pokey Hkp Chr 2 (6 – 67) Recessive Low �90 Yes Disoriented
Merengue Mge IP Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Samba Sba IP Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Mambo Mbo IP Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Cha-cha Cha IP Recessive Low �90 No Normal
Paso doble Pado IP IP Low �90 No Normal
Rumba Rba IP Recessive Low �90 Yes Disoriented
Bossa Nova Bona IP IP Low �90 No IP
Jive Jve IP IP Low �90 No IP
Lambada Lda IP IP Low �70 No IP
Bolero Bro IP IP Low �70 No IP

mB, Megabase; Chr., chromsome; IP, in progress.
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and tail flick assay to analyze pain perception; in some mice,
Morris water maze and object recognition tests to assess spatial
learning and memory (Fig. 1A).

Mice that score positive in the ASR (Fig. 1B, Table 1) can be
hearing impaired or otherwise show defects elsewhere in the ner-
vous system or in motor function. To identify among the lines
with startle defects those with auditory phenotypes, we next mea-
sured the ABR (Fig. 1C, Table 1). The ABR assay establishes au-
ditory thresholds and provides a measure of the sound transduc-
tion sensitivity of cochlear hair cells and the degree of
synchronization among discharging afferent neurons (Zheng et
al., 1999). Click stimuli were applied to mice (8 weeks of age)
starting at 90 dB and then decreasing in intensity. Testing of
wild-type C57BL/6J determined the baseline ABR threshold to be
35 � 15 dB. Of �850 pedigrees analyzed, 51 pedigrees (6%) had
a low ASR. In the ABR test, 16 of the 51 pedigrees (31%) did not
respond to sound levels up to 90 dB and were considered severely
hearing impaired or deaf. Mice in three pedigrees (6%) showed
elevated ABR thresholds and were considered moderately hear-
ing impaired (Table 1).

Auditory defects are frequently associated with vestibular de-
fects. Therefore, mice with elevated ABR thresholds were tested
for hyperactivity and circling behavior in an open-field chamber
equipped with infrared detection connected to a computer for
automated data analysis (Fig. 1D). Several parameters were re-
corded over 10 min, including the total distance traveled and the
number of small-diameter rotations (Fig.
1D,E). Baseline values for wild-type mice
were established: 3855 � 117 cm for dis-
tance traveled, and 10 � 5 rotations (max-
imum 2.75 cm radius). Mice were consid-
ered affected if they scored �3 SDs above
the mean. Among the 19 lines with audi-
tory defects, six lines were hyperactive and
circling. To identify among mouse lines
that were hyperactivity/circling unambig-
uously those with balance defects, and to
search for a more subtle vestibular defect
in the remaining mouse lines, we next per-
formed forced swim tests. The same six
lines that were hyperactive/circling were
affected to varying degrees. Mice from five
lines were disoriented, unable to maintain
an upright position, and had to be rescued
from drowning. Mice from one additional
line swam in tight circles (Table 1). The
remaining analyzed lines were unaffected
in their vestibular function. Lines with
only an auditory phenotype were named
in accordance with Latin dances, whereas
lines with auditory and vestibular defects
received names of folk dances (Table 1).

We next determined the heritability of
the auditory/vestibular phenotypes. We
crossed affected G3 mice to C57BL/6J mice
and intercrossed the F1 offspring to obtain
the F2 generation. Both F1 and F2 animals
were phenotyped. Lines that inherit their
auditory/vestibular defects as dominant
traits are predicted to give rise to affected
animals in F1. Lines that inherit their phe-
notype recessively are predicted to gener-
ate 25% affected offspring in F2. Among

the 19 lines analyzed, 14 lines inherited their phenotype reces-
sively (Table 1) (see below). Heritability testing is in progress for
the remaining lines, but preliminary analysis indicates that two of
the lines ( paso doble and bossa nova) may inherit their phenotype
dominantly (Table 1).

Figure 2. Inheritance tests. F2 mice obtained from crosses between affected mice on the
C57BL/6J background with mice from the indicated inbred strains were phenotyped by ABR measure-
ments. The total number of animals analyzed and the number of affected animals (gray bars) are
indicated. Mice that inherit their phenotype recessively are expected to show the phenotype in
�25% of the offspring.

Figure 3. Analysis of the ABR response in rueda, twist, and pachanga mice. A–C, Click-evoked ABRs at different sound inten-
sities. The peaks of waves I–IV are indicated. Averaged recordings from 2-month-old mutant (red) and age-matched wild-type
(black) animals are shown. Note that the same traces are shown in all panels for wild-type mice, which represent the average of all
recordings collected with 2-month-old wild-type animals. All mouse lines showed thresholds at or above 90 dB. Note that some
rueda mice showed residual activity between 60 and 90 dB. D, Rueda mice carry a point mutation in Mass1 that introduces a G-to-T
transversion leading to a premature stop-codon. Predicted proteins (VLGR1a-e, Mass1.1–1.3) generated from alternatively
spliced Mass1 transcripts are shown (Nikkila et al., 2000; Skradski et al., 2001; McMillan et al., 2002; McMillan and White, 2004;
Yagi et al., 2005). The mutation in rueda affects only some Mass1 variants. EC, Extracellular domain; TM, transmembrane domain.
E, A point mutation in the Myo6 gene creates a stop-codon. HD, Head domain; IQ, IQ domain; CC, coiled coil; TD, tail domain. F, A
point mutation introduces an Asp-to-Gly substitution in the most C-terminal C2 domain of otoferlin. TM, Transmembrane domain.
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Positional cloning
To map and positionally clone the affected genes, we outcrossed
affected mice to 129S1/SvImJ or BALB/cByJ mice. We inter-
crossed the F1 mice and phenotyped the F2 progeny by ABR and
activity/circling tests. All tested lines inherited their phenotype
stably on the mixed genetic background and maintained the re-
cessive mode of inheritance (Fig. 2). Next, we isolated tail DNA
from the F2 mice to map the affected genomic loci using SNP
markers as described previously (Wiltshire et al., 2003) (for SNP
markers, see http://snp. gnf.org). Thus far, we have mapped mu-
tations to individual chromosomes or genomic intervals in nine
affected mouse lines (Figs. 3, 5; Table 1). The mutations map to
loci throughout the genome with no apparent preference for a
particular chromosome or genomic region on a chromosome.

To identify mutations by DNA sequencing, we prioritized our
efforts based on several criteria. First, we focused on mouse lines
that were obtained early in the screen and where we had sufficient
numbers of affected offspring available for additional phenotypic
characterization. Second, in mouse lines in which the affected
interval contained a candidate gene that has been linked previ-
ously to deafness, we sequenced all exons and exon–intron bor-
ders of the candidate genes and of neighboring genes as well. By
identifying mutations in known “deafness” genes, we would be
able to verify our screen and demonstrate its usefulness for ob-
taining mouse models carrying new alleles of known human dis-
ease genes. Third, for mouse lines in which the genomic interval
had not been linked to deafness, we designed primers to sequence
the exons and exon–intron boundaries of the predicted genes in
the interval. As outlined below, we identified single nucleotide
changes in four mouse lines. In each case, the mutation is pre-
dicted to introduce a premature stop codon or change single
amino acids in functionally important protein domains. Consis-

tent with the recessive mode of inheri-
tance, unaffected parents carry the muta-
tion in the heterozygous state, whereas the
mutation is homozygous in all affected
offspring but not in their unaffected
littermates.

Analysis of rueda, twist, and
pachanga mice
Our initial positional cloning efforts and
additional phenotypic characterization
focused on rueda, twist, and pachanga
mice. Measurement of the ABR in 3-week-
old and 2-month-old animals revealed
that the mouse lines are severely hearing
impaired, with auditory thresholds of 90
dB (rueda) or �90 dB (twist, pachanga)
(Fig. 3A–C, Table 1). Only twist mice show
hyperactivity and circling behavior con-
sistent with vestibular defects (Table 1). A
general histological survey using sagittal
sections did not reveal obvious morpho-
logical defects in the inner ear or brain
(data not shown). Because the ABR de-
pends on hair cell function, we next eval-
uated hair cell morphology in postnatal
day 5 (P5) cochlear whole mounts by
staining with phalloidin to label F-actin in
stereocilia. Hair cell morphology was also
examined by SEM. Remarkably, the three
mouse lines show defects in the hair bun-

dles of cochlear hair cells (Fig. 4). In rueda mice, the width of hair
bundles in outer hair cells is irregular. Bundles are organized
asymmetrically with one side of the bundle being longer than the
other (Fig. 4B,G,H, arrows). Kinocilia in hair cells are shifted to
ectopic positions, and the polarization of the hair bundles is per-
turbed (Fig. 4G,H, arrowheads). In twist mice, hair bundles are
disorganized, fragmented, and frequently contain malformed
stereocilia in reduced numbers (Fig. 4C, arrows). In pachanga
mice, hair bundles appeared mostly normal when analyzed by
light microscopy, but we occasionally observed hair cells with
hair bundles that appeared slightly distorted (Fig. 4D, arrows).
Consistent with this finding, SEM analysis of the cochlea of
pachanga mice revealed that hair bundles are also split at times
(Fig. 4 I, J, arrows). Together, these findings suggest that the genes
mutated in rueda, twist, and pachanga control the development
and/or function of hair cells.

By SNP mapping, we linked the phenotype in rueda mice to a
genomic interval on chromosome 13, in twist mice to an interval
on chromosome 9, and in pachanga mice to an interval on chro-
mosome 5 (Table 1). All three intervals contain genes that have
been linked to deafness and hair cell function. These are the
Mass1 gene (rueda mice; Usher Syndrome Type 2C) (Weston et
al., 2004), the Myo6 gene (twist mice; DFNA22, DFNB37) (Mel-
chionda et al., 2001; Ahmed et al., 2003), and the otoferlin gene
( pachanga mice, DFNB9) (Migliosi et al., 2002; Rodriguez-
Ballesteros et al., 2003; Varga et al., 2003, 2006; Tekin et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2005). In rueda mice, we identified a G-to-T trans-
version in the Mass1 gene, which is uniquely homozygous in mice
with an auditory phenotype (Fig. 3D). Several splice variants have
been described for Mass1. The longest variant encodes VLGR-1
(very large G-coupled receptor-1), a transmembrane protein
with homology to G-coupled receptors (Fig. 3D) (Nikkila et al.,

Figure 4. Analysis of hair cell morphology in rueda, twist, and pachanga mice. A–D, Cochlear whole mounts of P5 animals were
stained with phalloidin (green). Outer hair cells (OHC) and inner hair cells (IHC) are indicated. Hair bundle morphology and polarity
were altered in rueda, twist, and pachanga mice (arrows). E–J, Cochlear whole mounts were analyzed by SEM. Kinocilia in hair
bundles of rueda mice were frequently in ectopic positions (G, H, arrowheads), and hair bundles were asymmetric (H, arrow). Hair
bundles in pachanga mice were often split (I, J, arrows). Scale bars: (in A) A–D, 8 �m; (in E) E, G, I, 5 �m; (in F ) F, H, J, 2 �m.
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2000; Skradski et al., 2001; McMillan et al.,
2002; McMillan and White, 2004; Yagi et
al., 2005). The mutation in rueda mice
causes a premature stop codon that is pre-
dicted to truncate the VLGR-1 protein
and also to affect some of the shorter splice
variants (Fig. 3D). Studies in mice have
shown that VLGR-1 colocalizes with ankle
links at the base of stereocilia (McGee et
al., 2006). VLGR-1 is required for the
structural integrity of hair bundles in the
cochlea but not the vestibule (McGee et
al., 2006). Consistent with these findings,
rueda mice show hair bundle defects in the
cochlea (Fig. 4B,G,H) and are hearing im-
paired (Fig. 3A) but show no balance de-
fects (Table 1).

Twist mice contain a T-to-A transver-
sion in the Myo6 gene that is predicted to
replace a tyrosine residue with a stop
codon that truncates the tail domain (Fig.
3E). The mutation is located at an exon/
intron boundary that precedes an alterna-
tively spliced exon (Breckler et al., 2000)
and could also lead to an internal deletion
by affecting splicing. The murine Myo6
gene is expressed in hair cells, and muta-
tions in Myo6 affect hair bundle morphol-
ogy leading to hearing and balance defects
(Avraham et al., 1995). Consistent with
this finding, twist mice show hair bundle
defects and are deaf and balance impaired
(Figs. 3B, 4C; Table 1).

In pachanga mice, we identified a point
mutation in the otoferlin gene, introduc-
ing an amino acid substitution (Asp to
Gly) close to the C terminus of the protein
(Fig. 3F). Recent findings have shown that
otoferlin is required for the function of rib-
bon synapses in hair cells (Roux et al.,
2006). Consistent with this finding,
pachanga mice show ABR thresholds
above 90 dB (Fig. 3C), but the DPOAE is
unaffected (data not shown). Otoferlin
contains six C2 domains that are impli-
cated in Ca 2� binding, and otoferlin dis-
plays Ca 2�-dependent interactions with
components of the synaptic vesicle release
machinery. Importantly, the mutation in pachanga mice affects
an Asp residue in the most C-terminal C2 domain. Asp residues
in the C2 domain of rat synaptotagmin are important for binding
Ca 2� (Sutton et al., 1995), which suggests that the mutation in
pachanga affects binding of Ca 2� to otoferlin. Hair bundles of
pachanga mice have subtle structural defects (Fig. 4 I, J). No such
defects have been reported in other mice with defects in the func-
tion of hair cell synapses (Platzer et al., 2000; Brandt et al., 2003;
Sidi et al., 2004), which implies that otoferlin may have additional
functions beyond a role in controlling synaptic function in hair
cells.

Together, our findings show that we have obtained novel al-
leles of genes from the screen that have been linked previously to
hair cell function. Importantly, mutations in two of these genes
affect auditory but not vestibular function, which shows that our

screen is useful for identifying genes and mutations that specifi-
cally affect the cochlea. Our findings also demonstrate that the
new alleles are useful for defining protein domains that are im-
portant for gene function, such as the C2 domain of otoferlin.

Sirtaki mice carry a point mutation in the pejvakin gene
The mutation in sirtaki maps to a genomic interval on chromo-
some 2 (Fig. 5A,B). Genome analysis using public databases
(GenBank; University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA)
revealed several genes within the interval. Multiple sequence
alignments showed that one of the genes in the interval is a mem-
ber of the gasdermin family and a close homolog of the gasdermin
protein DFNA5 (Fig. 6) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), which is mutated in au-
tosomal dominant nonsyndromic hearing impairment (Van Laer

Figure 5. Mapping of the mutation in sirtaki mice. A, The diagram shows the fine mapping data linking the phenotype in sirtaki
mice to a region on chromosome 2. A box delineates the affected interval. Markers in the first column indicate chromosome and
megabase position. The mouse identification numbers (D) and the auditory phenotypes (af, affected; uf, unaffected) are indicated
in the top two rows. The genotype for each SNP marker is represented as follows: B, homozygous C57BL/6J; C, homozygous
BALB/cByJ; H, heterozygous; and blanks indicate SNPs for which the data collection was incomplete. B, The mutation in sirtaki mice
maps to an interval on chromosome 2 that contains the pejvakin gene. C, D, We identified a point mutation in the sixth coding exon
(black boxes) of the pejvakin gene, which is predicted to introduce a stop-codon at amino acid 290. E, The point mutation
eliminates a Sml1 restriction site, facilitating genotyping of the mice. An agarose gel picture is shown where a genomic PCR
fragment from a wild-type, heterozygous, and homozygous sirtaki mouse was resolved after cutting with SmlI (wild type, 245 and
145 bp; mutant, 390 bp).
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et al., 1998). Sequencing of exons and
exon–intron boundaries of the genes in
the affected interval revealed only one
point mutation, which is present within an
exon of the gene with similarity to DFNA5
(Fig. 5C,D). The mutation, an A-to-T
transversion, fortuitously eliminates a re-
striction site, allowing for easy genotyping
(Fig. 5E). The mutation is uniquely ho-
mozygous in all affected sirtaki mice and
heterozygous in their unaffected parents,
consistent with the recessive mode of in-
heritance of the auditory phenotype. The
mutation creates a stop codon, which
leads to the deletion of the last 62 amino
acids of the predicted 352 amino acid-
containing protein (Figs. 5D, 6).

While our work was in progress, two
missense mutations in the gene affected in
sirtaki mice were identified in humans af-
flicted with recessive nonsyndromic deaf-
ness (DFNB59) (missense mutations are
indicated by arrows in Fig. 6), the gene was
named pejvakin, and a mouse model car-
rying a point mutation mimicking
DFNB59 was developed (Delmaghani et
al., 2006). The phenotype of the humans
and DFNB59 model mice has been char-
acterized as a nonprogressive auditory
neuropathy, where the transmission of au-
ditory signals is impaired, while cochlear
hair cell function is maintained (Del-
maghani et al., 2006). Vestibular function
is also maintained in DFNB59 patients
and model mice (Delmaghani et al., 2006).
In contrast, sirtaki mice show vestibular
defects (Fig. 1, Table 1), suggesting that
the pejvakin allele in sirtaki mice leads to
distinct phenotypic consequences from
the previously described alleles. Interest-
ingly, pejvakin contains in its C-terminal
portion a domain with weak homology to
zinc-fingers (Fig. 6, yellow box). Zinc-
finger domains in other proteins mediate
interactions with proteins, DNA, or RNA
(Brown et al., 2001; Brown, 2005; Sarai
and Kono, 2005). The missense mutations
associated with DFNB59 are positioned
outside the zinc-finger domain, whereas
the mutation in sirtaki mice is predicted to
truncate pejvakin before the zinc-finger
domain, which could account for the phe-
notypic variability associated with the dif-
ferent mutations (see Discussion).

Sirtaki mice have progressive hearing
loss and defects in outer hair
cell function
To define the cause of the auditory pheno-
type in sirtaki mice, we searched for mor-
phological defects. We analyzed sagittal
sections from the inner ears and brains of
3-month-old mice but could not detect

Figure 6. Sequence alignment between pejvakin orthologs. The protein is highly conserved across species. Divergent amino
acids are indicated with green boxes. The domain with homology to gasdermin proteins is indicated with a gray box (supplemental
Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The yellow box outlines a domain with homology to zinc-fingers. The
asterisk indicates the position of the stop-codon in sirtaki mice. The arrows indicate the missense mutations in DFNB59 patients.

Figure 7. Analysis of inner ears by histology. Sagittal paraffin sections from the ears of C57BL/6J wild-type mice (A, C, E) and
sirtaki mice (B, D, F ) at 3 months of age were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The cochlea (A, B) and vestibule (C–F ) are
shown. The spiral ganglia are marked with an arrowhead. Arrows point to the sensory epithelia. No obvious defects were observed
in sirtaki mice. OC, Organ of corti; utr, utricle; cri, crista. Scale bar, 80 �m.
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any obvious morphological defects (Fig. 7) (data not shown). The
organ of corti and vestibular sensory epithelia such as the utricle
and saccule were unaffected. The neurons of the vestibuloco-
chlear ganglion were also maintained, and we could not find
evidence of degenerative changes (Fig. 7) (data not shown). Us-
ing in situ hybridization, expression of pejvakin was detected in
hair cells of the cochlea and vestibule but not in neurons (Fig.
8A–E), suggesting that hair cell development or function may be
affected. We therefore analyzed the cochlear sensory epithelia in
P5 and P30 mice by immunofluorescence analysis and SEM. At
both of these ages, there was no detectable defect in the patterning
of the cochlear sensory epithelium (Fig. 8F,G, I, J,L,O). The mor-
phology of cochlear hair bundles was also not affected (Fig.
8H,K,M,N,P,Q).

In the initial ENU screen of 8-week-old G3 animals, ABR
thresholds in sirtaki mice in response to click-stimuli were deter-
mined to be �90 dB (Fig. 1, Table 1). Because the auditory system
in wild-type mice is almost completely mature at 3 weeks of age,
defects in hearing function in older mice could be the result of
progressive hearing loss. We therefore analyzed ABR thresholds
in sirtaki mice at earlier time points. At 3 weeks of age, the earliest
time point tested, ABR thresholds in sirtaki mice were 74 � 13 dB,
whereas auditory thresholds in control littermates were 35 � 15
dB (Fig. 9A,B). In contrast, ABR thresholds in 8-week-old sirtaki
mice were �90 dB (Fig. 9A,B), consistent with the data obtained
with 8-week-old G3 animals in the initial screen (Table 1). Anal-
ysis of auditory thresholds using pure tones between 4 and 32 kHz
revealed that sirtaki mice were equally affected across all frequen-
cies (Fig. 9C). We conclude that the auditory phenotype in sirtaki
mice is progressive in nature and affects all tested frequencies.

Analysis of the ABR waveforms in 3-week-old mice revealed
additional defects. An overlay of ABR traces recorded at 90 dB
demonstrated that the absolute latencies of all four ABR wave-
forms were significantly augmented in 3-week-old animals (Fig.
9D,E). In addition, the amplitude of the peaks was significantly
reduced in the mutants and showed considerable variability be-
tween animals (Fig. 9D,F). Importantly, we did not observe any
structural defects in the cochlea or nervous system of sirtaki mice
(Figs. 7, 8). The findings suggest that the defect is caused by
functional perturbations that affect the communication of hair
cells with afferent neurons, signal propagation along the auditory
nerve, or both.

In the cochlea, we observed strong expression of pejvakin in
hair cells, suggesting that the auditory phenotype could be caused
at least in part by hair cell defects. One possibility is that the
progressive loss of sensitivity in the auditory sense organ could be
a consequence of compromised outer hair cell function, which
leads to defects in the amplification of acoustic signals. Perturba-
tions that affect outer hair cell function can be determined by
measuring the DPOAE. We therefore computed DPOAE re-
sponse spectra from the acoustic signal recorded from the ear
canal in homozygous sirtaki mice and control littermates. The
experiments were performed at stimulus frequencies between 6
and 28 kHz and at an intensity range between 0 and 70 dB. Figure
10A shows representative DPOAE response spectra for an
8-week-old wild-type and mutant mouse for two stimulus con-
ditions. Acoustic signals for the primary stimulus frequencies (f1,
f2) and the cubic distortion frequency (2f1-f2) could be recorded
from the ear canal of mutant animals at high sound intensities
(Fig. 10A, bottom traces for 70 dB) but not at lower sound inten-

Figure 8. Pejvakin expression in hair cells and hair cell morphology. A–E, In situ hybridization demonstrates that pejvakin is strongly expressed at P1 and P4 in hair cells of the cochlea (A, B, D)
and vestibule (C) (arrows). No signal is seen with the sense control probe (E). F–K, Hair cell morphology at P5. Cochlear whole mounts were processed for staining with phalloidin (green) and an
antibody to CDH23 (red) (F, I ) or for SEM analysis (G, H, J, K ). There were no obvious defects in the patterning of the cochlear sensory epithelium in three rows of OHCs and one row of IHCs, and hair
bundle morphology was not affected. L–Q, SEM analysis of cochlear whole mounts (8-week-old animals) revealed no obvious structural defects. Scale bars: A, 200 �m; B, C, 50 �m; D, E, 10 �m;
F, I, 8 �m; G, J, 5 �m; L, O, 2.5 �m; H, K, M, N, P, Q, 2 �m.
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sities (Fig. 10A, top traces for 25 dB). In Figure 10B, we plotted
DPOAE levels at 16 kHz for stimulus levels between 15 and 70 dB.
As reported previously, the DPOAE levels of wild-type mice in-
crease with the stimulus intensity at a given frequency (Paraham
et al., 2001). In contrast, DPOAE levels in sirtaki mutants were
within noise levels at most stimulus intensities, and only a small
response could be recorded at 70 dB. Similar observations were
made at all of the frequencies analyzed (6 –28 kHz) (Fig. 10C). We
conclude that the mechanical activity of outer hair cells across the
entire analyzed frequency spectrum is functionally impaired in
sirtaki mice.

Interestingly, sirtaki mice show defects in the latency of ABR

waves as well as outer hair cell defects,
whereas mice with a missense mutation in
pejvakin show delays in ABR waves but no
outer hair cell defects (Delmaghani et al.,
2006). These findings suggest that the mis-
sense mutation specifically affects pejva-
kin function in neurons, whereas the allele
described here is more severe and affects
both hair cells and neurons. Notably, the
morphology or survival of hair cells and
spiral ganglion neurons appears unaf-
fected, which suggests that pejvakin is im-
portant for the function but not develop-
ment or maintenance of the two cell types.

Mutations in the human sDFNA5 gene
Previous findings have associated two
missense mutations in the pejvakin gene
with DFNB59, a nonsyndromic form of
deafness that is nonprogressive (Del-
maghani et al., 2006). Based on our find-
ings that hearing loss in sirtaki mice is pro-
gressive, we searched for mutations in the
human pejvakin gene that are associated
with progressive hearing loss. We com-
pleted mutation screening of the human
ortholog in probands from 177 consan-
guineous families that segregates autoso-
mal recessive nonsyndromic deafness. We
identified one family segregating a
122delA mutation in the pejvakin gene
(Fig. 11). In contrast to previously de-
scribed DFNB59 patients, the affected
children show moderate-to-profound
deafness, and the phenotype is progressive
in nature. The affected individuals dem-
onstrate autozygosity-by-descent to a pa-
rental region on chromosome 2 flanked by
microsatellite markers D2S2330 and
D2S2382 and are homozygous for the
122delA mutation. The unaffected sibling
and parents are heterozygous carriers of
this mutation (Fig. 11). The deletion is
predicted to result in a premature stop-
codon at amino acid 58, which most likely
results in a functionally null allele, which
could explain the progressive nature of the
auditory phenotype, a phenotype that is
not apparent in DFNB59 patients carrying
missense mutations (Delmaghani et al.,
2006).

Discussion
We demonstrate here that forward genetics screens in mice are
powerful tools for studying auditory perception and for provid-
ing animal models for inherited forms of deafness in humans.
ENU mutagenesis screens in mice have been performed previ-
ously with success, but these screens were designed to identify
dominant alleles. Many of the identified mutations have gross
morphological defects, indicative of perturbations in develop-
mental processes (Hrabe de Angelis et al., 2000; Nolan et al., 2000;
Kiernan et al., 2001; Tsai et al., 2001; Vreugde et al., 2002; Curtin
et al., 2003; Hardisty et al., 2003; Rhodes et al., 2003, 2004; Mar-

Figure 9. Analysis of sirtaki mice by ABR measurements. A, Representative ABR recordings in response to click stimuli for a
3-week-old wild-type C57BL/6J mouse and a 3-week-old and 8-week-old sirtaki mouse. The auditory threshold in the wild-type
mouse was at 35 dB. The 3-week-old sirtaki mouse showed ABR thresholds at 70 – 80 dB, whereas the 8-week-old sirtaki mouse
showed no response even at 90 dB. B, ABR thresholds (click-stimuli) in 3-week-old and 8-week-old mice (3-week-old: wild type
n � 4, sirtaki n � 6; 8-week-old: wild type n � 9, sirtaki n � 7; the mean � SD is indicated). C, ABR thresholds were determined
for pure tones between 4 and 32 kHz for 8-week-old mice. Thresholds are elevated in sirtaki mice (red trace) across all analyzed
frequencies (n � 6 for both wild-type and sirtaki mice; the mean � SD is indicated). D, ABR traces (click-stimuli) at 90 dB were
superimposed (wild type, black; sirtaki, red). Note that wave I–IV in 3-week-old sirtaki mice showed augmented latencies and
reduced peak amplitudes. E, F, The latencies and amplitudes for ABR peak I–IV in 3-week-old mice (n � 4) in response to a
click-stimulus at 90 dB were determined. The latency for all waves was significantly augmented in sirtaki mice. The
amplitudes of the peaks were also significantly reduced with substantial variation between different sirtaki mice. Values
are given as mean � SD.
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cotti et al., 2006). However, many forms of deafness in humans
are caused by point mutations that are inherited as recessive traits
and affect cochlear function without causing gross morphologi-
cal alterations (Friedman and Griffith, 2003). We therefore per-
formed a screen for recessive mutations to increase the repertoire
of animal models for the human disease. Our screen was designed
to exclude mice with general defects in development and nervous
system function, as determined by histological and behavioral
analysis. Among 850 pedigrees analyzed, we identified 19 mouse
lines that are afflicted with hearing loss. All lines that have been
analyzed thus far inherit their phenotype recessively. Thirteen of

the 19 mouse lines show auditory defects without vestibular im-
pairment. Importantly, analysis of general tissue morphology
and nervous system function revealed no defects outside the in-
ner ear. In addition, the first four genes that we characterized are
expressed in mechanosensory hair cells, which show morpholog-
ical or functional defects in the mutant mice. These findings in-
dicate that hair cells are particularly vulnerable to genetic pertur-
bations, and that the mouse lines will be valuable tools for the
research community to study defects in cochlear function that
cause deafness. Mapping studies demonstrate that the affected
genes are located throughout the genome without any obvious
preference, suggesting that there is no particular hot spot for
ENU mutagenesis.

From our screen, we identified novel alleles of genes that have
been linked previously to deafness in humans, which demon-
strates that the screen provides animal models that are relevant
for studying disease mechanisms. First, we identified a mutation
in the Mass1 gene, which has been linked in humans to USH2C
(Weston et al., 2004). The mutation in the Mass1 gene in rueda
mice most likely leads to a functional null allele that mimics
previously obtained alleles (Skradski et al., 2001; McMillan and
White, 2004; Johnson et al., 2005; Yagi et al., 2005). The VLGR-1
protein that is encoded by the Mass1 gene colocalized with the
ankle-link in hair cells (McGee et al., 2006), suggesting that the
phenotype in rueda mice is caused at least in part by defects in
ankle links. Second, we identified in twist mice a mutation in the
Myo6 gene, which has been linked to dominant and recessive
forms of deafness in humans (DFNA22, DFNB37) (Melchionda
et al., 2001; Ahmed et al., 2003). The allele in twist mice is pre-
dicted to truncate the tail domain of the molecular motor protein
Myo6. Because the Myo6 tail domain is involved in the docking of
transport cargo (Buss et al., 2004), defects in this process likely
cause deafness in twist mice. Third, in pachanga mice, we ob-
tained a mutation in the otoferlin gene, which has been linked to
DFNB9 in humans (Migliosi et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Ballesteros et
al., 2003; Varga et al., 2003, 2006; Tekin et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2005). Several lines of evidence suggest that pachanga mice are an
excellent model for the human disease. First, the human and
mouse otoferlin proteins are highly homologous and contain six
putative Ca 2� binding C2 domains (Sutton et al., 1995). In
DFNB9 patients, as in pachanga mice, mutations have been iden-
tified within the C2 domains (Migliosi et al., 2002; Rodriguez-
Ballesteros et al., 2003; Varga et al., 2003, 2006; Tekin et al., 2005;
Wang et al., 2005). Importantly, the mutation in pachanga mice
affects an Asp residue. Asp residues in C2 domains of rat synap-
totagmin are important for binding Ca 2� (Sutton et al., 1995),
suggesting that the mutation in pachanga mice (and some human
patients) affects binding of Ca 2� to otoferlin. Second, DFNB9
patients have been diagnosed with auditory neuropathy, a form
of deafness characterized by impaired auditory function (defects
in the ABR) but preserved outer hair cell function (normal oto-
acoustic emission) (Migliosi et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Ballesteros et
al., 2003; Varga et al., 2003, 2006; Tekin et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2005). Similarly, pachanga mice show ABR thresholds above 90
dB, but the DPOAE is unaffected. Recent findings have shown
that otoferlin binds in a Ca 2�-dependent manner to components
of the synaptic vesicle release machinery and is required for rib-
bon synapse function (Roux et al., 2006). These findings suggest
that the C2 domain affected in pachanga mice is important for the
function of otoferlin at synapses. However, pachanga mice show
subtle defects in the morphology of hair bundles that are not
easily explained by synaptic defects. In muscle, the otoferlin ho-
molog dysferlin is required for membrane repair (Bansal et al.,

Figure 10. Measurement of the DPOAE. A, Representative DPOAE response spectra for an
8-week-old wild-type and sirtaki mouse at 25 dB (top traces) and 70 dB (bottom traces). Note
the 2f1-f2 product, which is absent in recordings with sirtaki mice at 25 dB. B, DPOAE measure-
ments were performed with 8-week-old mice at 16 kHz using stimulus levels between 15 and
70 dB. Sirtaki mice were severely affected at all intensity levels (n � 3, wild type; n � 7, sirtaki;
the mean � SD are indicated). C, DPOAE thresholds in 8-week-old sirtaki mice were elevated at
all frequencies analyzed (n � 3, wild-type; n � 7, sirtaki; the mean � SD are indicated).
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2003). As one possibility, otoferlin in hair cells may control mem-
brane vesicle fusion that is not restricted to synaptic sites and is
important for membrane repair. This model can be tested with
the availability of the pachanga mouse model.

Our screen has also identified a novel deafness locus, which
has been linked in parallel studies to DFNB59 in humans (Del-
maghani et al., 2006). The locus encodes pejvakin, a member of
the gasdermin protein family, and our studies provide important
new insights into the function of pejvakin and potential disease
mechanisms. Studies by Delmaghani et al. (2006) have identified
two missense mutations in the pejvakin gene that cause deafness
DFNB59. In mice that carry a missense mutation that mimics one
of the mutations found in human DFNB59 patients, ABR thresh-
olds are elevated, and the absolute latencies of the ABR peaks are
augmented, but there is no defect in the DPOAE. These findings
suggest that outer hair cell function is maintained, but that affer-
ent auditory neurons are affected (Delmaghani et al., 2006). We
now show that sirtaki mice carry a point mutation that introduces
a premature stop codon, which is predicted to truncate the pej-
vakin protein. Similar to the previously reported DFNB59 model
mice with a missense mutation, sirtaki mice show an augmenta-
tion of the absolute latencies in the ABR peaks. However, unlike
the previous mouse model, sirtaki mice suffer from hearing loss
that is progressive. DPOAE measurements reveal defects in outer
hair cell function across all frequencies, a phenotype that was not
observed in the previous mouse model. The allele in sirtaki mice
truncates the pejvakin protein before a highly conserved domain
with homology to zinc-fingers, which in other proteins mediate
interactions with proteins, DNA, or RNA (Brown et al., 2001;
Brown, 2005; Sarai and Kono, 2005). One possibility is that the
zinc-finger domain may have an essential function in hair cells
that is not affected by the missense mutations. Alternatively, the
mutation in sirtaki mice may lead to an unstable mRNA or pro-
tein and represent a functional null allele of the pejvakin gene.
Interestingly, we also identified a point mutation in the human

pejvakin gene that likely creates a func-
tional null allele. Unlike previously de-
scribed alleles in humans and mice, but
similar to the sirtaki allele, the mutation
causes progressive hearing loss. Together,
these findings indicate that the molecular
pathogenesis associated with different
mutations in pejvakin is far more complex
than previously appreciated. Based on our
findings and the previous study, we pro-
pose that functional null alleles of pejvakin
inactivate its function in both hair cells
and neurons, whereas reported missense
mutations represent hypomorphic alleles
that selectively affect its function only in
neurons.

Pejvakin is a member of the gasdermin
family (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial) (Delmaghani et al., 2006). Unfortu-
nately, little is known about the function
of gasdermin proteins. We were not able
to identify any structural defects in the co-
chlea and spiral ganglion of sirtaki mice,
and SEM analysis confirmed that hair
bundle morphology is not affected in the
mice. These findings suggest that pejvakin
controls the function of hair cells and af-

ferent neurons but is not essential for the development or main-
tenance of these cell types. Aside from a protein domain with
homology to zinc-finger proteins, we have not been able to iden-
tify motifs within pejvakin that would shed light on its biochem-
ical function. The closest homolog of pejvakin is DFNA5. Muta-
tions in DFNA5 cause progressive dominant nonsyndromic
deafness in humans, but the mechanisms of DFNA5 function is
not known (Van Laer et al., 2004). Studies in yeast and in cultured
mammalian cells have provided evidence that DFNA5 controls
the cell cycle and is involved in the p53-mediated cellular re-
sponse to DNA damage (Gregan et al., 2003; Masuda et al., 2006).
Other members of the gasdermin family have been implicated in
alopecia (Runkel et al., 2004; Lunny et al., 2005), but in none of
the cases has the biochemical function of gasdermin proteins
been defined. Because mutations in pejvakin affect the function of
two cell types that are specialized for the generation and propa-
gation of electrical signals (mechanosensory hair cells and sen-
sory neurons), pejvakin may be essential for the signaling prop-
erties of these cells. Intriguingly, the human and murine pejvakin
alleles reported here as well as previously reported alleles for
DFNA5 cause progressive hearing loss. As one possibility, the
progressive hearing loss caused by mutations in the two highly
homologous genes may be caused by a similar mechanism and
includes defects in hair cells. Mutations in DFNA5 are inherited
as dominant traits, raising the possibility that the resulting mu-
tation leads to a gain of function phenotype or that the mutant
protein acts as a dominant negative (Van Laer et al., 2004). It is
tempting to speculate that DFNA5 and pejvakin act in a similar
pathway and that the mutant DFNA5 protein may affect the func-
tion of the wild-type pejvakin protein.

In summary, we generated mouse lines with mutations that
are inherited as recessive traits and affect cochlear function. Un-
like previously described screens for dominant deafness traits, the
mouse lines described here show defects in mechanosensory hair
cells that are not associated with gross morphological changes

Figure 11. Family L-998 carries a mutation in the human pejvakin gene. A consanguineous Iranian family in which children
with profound deafness demonstrate autozygosity-by-descent to a parental region on chromosome 2 flanked by microsatellite
markers D2S2330 and D2S2382. DNA sequencing shows that the deaf children are homozygous for a deletion of an adenosine
(122delA); the unaffected sibling and both parents are carriers of this mutation.
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elsewhere in the inner ear or nervous system. Because sensorineu-
ronal hearing loss is the most common cause of deafness in hu-
mans, we anticipate that the mouse lines will be an important
resource for the research community to gain new insights into the
genetic mechanisms that control cochlear function and to study
molecular defects that cause deafness.
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